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Towards automating underwater measurement of fish length: a comparison of semiautomatic and manual stereo–video measurements
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Abstract
Underwater stereo–video systems are widely used for counting and measuring fish in
aquaculture, fisheries, and conservation management. Length measurements are generated
from stereo–video recordings by a software operator using a mouse to locate the head and tail
of a fish in synchronized pairs of images. This data can be used to compare spatial and
temporal changes in the mean length and biomass or frequency distributions of populations of
fishes. Since the early 1990s stereo–video has also been used for measuring the lengths of
fish in aquaculture for quota and farm management. However, the costs of the equipment,
software, the time, and salary costs involved in post processing imagery manually and the
subsequent delays in the availability of length information inhibit the adoption of this
technology.
We present a semi-automatic method for capturing stereo–video measurements to estimate
the lengths of fish. We compare the time taken to make measurements of the same fish
measured manually from stereo–video imagery to that measured semi-automatically. Using
imagery recorded during transfers of Southern Bluefin Tuna (SBT) from tow cages to grow
out cages, we demonstrate that the semi-automatic algorithm developed can obtain fork
length measurements with an error of less than 1% of the true length and with at least a six

fold reduction in operator time in comparison to manual measurements. Of the 22 138 SBT
recorded we were able to measure 52.6% (11 647) manually and 11.8% (2614) semiautomatically. For seven of the eight cage transfers recorded there were no statistical
differences in the mean length, weight, or length frequency between manual and semiautomatic measurements. When the data were pooled across the eight cage transfers, there
was no statistical difference in mean length or weight between the stereo–video-based manual
and semi-automated measurements. Hence, the presented semi-automatic system can be
deployed to significantly reduce the cost involved in adoption of stereo–video technology.
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